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Golf  Course Site Visit

Harburn Golf  Club

Report on Drainage Planning
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Date of Visit:
23/4/2021

In Attendance:
John Kemp (CCL)
Scott Ramsay (Head Greenkeeper)
Jim Stewart (Outgoing Club Captain)
Brian Rooney (Club Captain)
Alan Douglas (Green Convenor)

Aims/ Objectives of Visit:

Harburn Golf Club is a well-regarded heathland / moorland style course in West Lothian.

The club contacted CCL to discuss the options available to them, and many other clubs like them,
who have identified drainage issues in their primary playing surfaces (particularly fairways) which is
affecting the playing conditions for their members and visiting golfers in the winter and shoulder
seasons.

The primary aim of the site visit was to discuss with the clubs leadership the options available to them
from a course design / renovation, maintenance and management perspective. Each of these
components need to be considered as part of the decision-making process as any programme needs
to be realistic and achieveable in delivery.

John Kemp is a qualified greenkeeper, golf course architect, and club manager. He is an R&A Scholar
of Greenkeeping and has worked in the golf course industry for 18-years. He has worked
internationally in the improvement and development of golf courses ranging from rural 9-hole
community courses to major championship and regular tour venues.
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Local Topography
Located in the sidehills of the Pentlands the
undulating topography that the golf course
occupies slopes towards from the south-east high
ground to the burn which defines the north-west
boundary of the property.
The burn provides an ideal outlet for drainage, but
also means that the effective area that surface and
sub-surface water collects from is much greater
than the course itself. In other words surrounding
land drainage (or lack thereof) will have an impact
upon the course itself.

Local Soil Conditions
Underlying soil conditions have a significant
influence over drainage characteristics.
This extract from the James Hutton Soils Map for
Scotland shows that Harburn GC is located on
‘brown earths’ overlying a mixture of glacial
deposits and peaty glays.
These soil conditions are obviously less than ideal
for maintenance of golf course turf and therefore,
like many moorland courses extensive land
drainage is essential for playing surfaces.

Influence of Weather
We are experiencing a changing climate and
climate projections (West Lothian Council) indicate
that West Lothian will experience a 17% increase
in winter rainfall and a slight increase in winter
temperatures.
These milder, wetter winters are commonly
accepted to result in increased demand for golf
course play and resulting demands for year-round
playing surfaces.

Why Is Drainage a Problem?
Drainage issues on golf courses are increasingly discussed, there are a number of factors that
influence this, but primarily topography, soil and climate.
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Historical Land Drainage
Most golf courses have a complex and varied
combination of land drainage depending on past
land use and historical maintenance practices for
golf.
Narrow clay drains are common and found across
HGC – their small size (1 or 2-inch) means they
have limited capacity as opposed to modern
standard (3-inch/75mm minimum). Their
effectiveness is limited when compared to modern
PVC drainage and they are vulnerable to damage
or tree root ingress.

Poor Historical Drain Layout
Historical drainage of land, both for golf and
agriculture, were based on principles such as ‘rig &
furrow’ which are not adequate for modern sport
turf surfaces.
This is evident in a number of locations around
HGC where the drains (shown here in red) run
parallel to the gravitational flow of water (blue).
In other words the drains to not actually intercept
surface or free water in the soil profile.
A modern drainage design would use a
herringbone or cross-lateral design to intercept
water.

More Recent Drainage
Over the years more modern drainage has been
added in an ad-hoc fashion at HBC.
The 9th approach was drained by the greenstaff
using modern PVC drainage pipe and gravel.
It is generally accepted that this modern
specification of drainage has an efficient lifespan
of up-to 20-years.
After this timeframe ingress from finer soil particles
reduces gravel and sand capillary water movement
into the drainage and the pipes themselves may
become blocked. Such drainage requires annual
maintenance and continued management to retain
effectiveness.

Context to Drainage Issues
The following are considerations and specific notes regarding the identified drainage conditions at
Harburn GC.
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Soil Profiles
Using a 250mm auger samples were taken at locations on the 5th, 6th, and 9th to explore the respective
top and sub-soil conditions. A simple ‘hand-test’ method was used to identify soil condition.
The 5th approach (left) had a well-comprised silt-loam, some thatch buildup is evident but to be expected
based on the limitations in cultural practices to fairways in recent years.
7th fairway (middle) showed heavy clay soil content below 150mm which results in extremely poor
drainage qualities. Turf quality was poor and thatch evident.
The 9th approach (right) shows the positive influence of topdressing extended from the putting green with
a relatively well diluted thatch layer and sandy loam over a heavier clay loam. Although the sub-soils are
less than ideal on the 9th approach the maintenance practices used have had a positive influence over
the turf condition (not withstanding shade issues).

Drainage Outfalls & Capacity
With increasing rainfall the ability for the course to
accommodate high rainfall events is essential.
Open ponds, ditches and wetlands should be
maintained to maximise capacity.

Open Drain ‘Catch Basins’
Whilst sub-surface drainage is always preferrable
in areas where fairway undulations channel
surface water into small hollows open drainage
catch basins are the only option.
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8th Approach
It was noted that the approach to the 8th hole
experiences drainage issues and stems from a
lack of a possible drainage outfall because of the
course boundary backing onto the road.
In these circumstances the lowest lying area far to
the right of the fairway may be best converted to a
shallow seasonal wetland which would allow
introduction of drainage pipe into the fairway low
area, as well as adding an ecological feature.

15th Walkway / Carry
It was noted that the carry/walkway from the 15th
tee was very prone to saturation in the winter. This
is entirely due to the low-lying nature and the
inability of the area to surface drain into the burn.
The most practical solution to this would be to
utilise spoil material from drainage projects
elsewhere to raise a suitable width of area for a
walkway.
Such a walkway may need to be a gravel
extension of the path as it is unlikely to be possible
to maintain good turf cover under high golf traffic.
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Turf Quality & Playing Characteristics
Whilst drainage is linked to poor playing surfaces
(plugged balls, standing water, etc.), resulting poor
turf quality results in a vicious circle.
Certain fairways identified as having drainage
issues also showed poor or very poor turf
coverage – swards dominated by fern-type moss
and coarse patchy grasses.
These species of plant are developed to thrive in
low-fertility moist soils and also retain moisture and
do not provide the desired playing surface for golf

Shade
As an inland course it is common for woodland to
be a pleasant visual and playing feature. However,
coniferous pine trees, do not lose their foliage and
limit sunlight, and airflow year-round. This limits
turf recovery and evapotranspiration of moisture
from the playing surface. Thus mossy, thatch-
heavy soils dominate and balls will be more prone
to plugging.
The inset image shows that during winter the 9th
fairway and approach will receive essentially no
direct sunlight.

Maintenance Practices
As noted already turf quality is influenced by soil
conditions, but also by maintenance practices (as
can be seen in the 9th approach).

It was noted that over recent years the
maintenance programme for fairways and
approaches has been restricted due to budgetary
considerations. Verti-draining has been minimised
and inputs to refine the turf sward (fertiliser, top-
dressing) very limited.

Golf courses must be realistic of the conditions
they expect of playing surfaces where limited
resources can be allocated.

Additional Considerations Affecting Playing Surface Condition
Drainage issues on golf courses are common, but rarely the only contributing factor to poor playing
surface condition.
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Financial Considerations in Course Development & Drainage

To assist the club in planning future priorites, using the Contemporary Club Leadership Barometer we
have reviewed the club’s financial position for two years – 2019 and 2020. It is important to recognise that
2020 financial results for many clubs were exceptional not only as a result of a ‘boom’ in golf, but also
reduced operational overheads due to lockdown, and access to government support schemes.
Utilising a data set of more than 200 golf club accounts, Harburn GC is in the lower ‘tier’ of our financial
benchmarking analysis.

Key Observation: Operational Spend on Golf Course

In 2019 the club spent 46% of all of its overheads on the course, which is proportionally the exact
average for the industry, and 1% below your tier.
2020 shows an increase in this proportion but is most likely a result of reduced spend in other parts of the
club due to lockdown. Whilst this increase is welcome, it is unlikely to be sustained in years where normal
club operations resume.
Interestingly, within the course overheads, payroll is proportionally higher than we usually see. This may
indicate that the club allocates course budget more towards staffing and less towards “other” regular
course costs. Other course costs could be investment in materials or contractor work such as drainage
improvement works.
Overall, this means that historical operational budget allocation to the golf course probably does
not reflect the ongoing (and increasing) demand for drainage of playing surfaces at Harburn GC.

Key Observation: Capital Asset Management – Club & Course
After leasing costs are deducted from operational profit and capital income a balance remains which the
club can use to pay off debt, put into cash reserves or invest into assets. Club assets range from buildings
to course infrastructure. Drainage should be considered a capital asset that requires funding to
renew and upgrade.
In 2019, after depreciation, capital assets effectively diminished by £29k. In 2020, a year where most
clubs performed exceptionally, the club had £20k remaining after depreciation.

Any course development plan (including investment in drainage) needs to be funded by the
members as part of the club’s budgeting in the short and long-term. Ideally, this should be
informed by a capital needs assessment which identifies the cost to replace current club assets,
and ability to invest in new or improved assets.
In simple terms, improving course drainage costs money and the club needs to identify ways to
fund this annually (operational budget) as well as replacing current drainage and investing in new
drainage (capital budget).

2019 2020

% Overheads on Golf Course 46% 51%

Capital Funds Available £3,000 £52,816

Remaining Funds after Depreciation - £29,000 £20,816
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Primary Drainage: Mainline & Lateral
In areas of significant drainage issue or where
future expansion of drainage is likely (due to
limited initial resources) then installing larger
capacity ‘main-line’ drains are wider intervals is
preferred. This provides the scope to undertake
phased drainage work adding connected lateral
drains where required.
Where surface drainage ‘run off’ from boundaries
is a problem open gravel ‘interceptor’ drains can
be an effective solution.

Primary Drainage: Small Trench Drainage
This methodology is commonly used by
contractors with specialized trenching equipment
which can cover large areas in relatively short
time.
This drainage type is commonly specified as
narrow, shallow channels, at tight spacings (1-
meter) to achieve desired results quickly.

Secondary Drainage
Secondary drainage involves the introduction of
sand or fine gravel in narrow channels through
local or wholescale playing surfaces. This work is
usually undertaken by contractors on large scale
(entire fairways), whilst smaller hand-held
equipment can be purchased or hired for use for
localized areas (green-surrounds, walkways, wet-
spots).
In both cases an appropriate sand or gravel with
sandcap is required, and they should be
connected to primary drainage lines.

Planning to Improve Drainage
If the club is to invest in a programme to improve drainage this can be undertaken in-house or by
outsourcing to a contactor. Drainage solutions can be split into three common types.
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Drainage of Fairways: Construction Example

The below specification is an example of lateral drain line and drainage bands (secondary drainage).
Mainline drain specifications would consist of larger pipe, ideally twin-wall structure, and even inclusion of
inspection/rodding access.

Lateral Drain

Drainage Band

PEA GRAVEL OR 
COARSE SAND

PREDOMINANTLY MEDIUM SAND

6-12MM GRAVEL

GRAVEL DEPTH CAN BE SHALLOWER
DEPENDING ON SPECIFIC SITUATION BUT
DEEPER DRAINS HAVE GREATER IMPACT.

ILLUSTRAITION SHOWS 75MM PERFORATED
PIPE.
CONSIDERATON SHOULD BE GIVEN TO
TWINWALL PERFORATED PIPE (110MM SIZE)
INCREASING THE TRENCH WIDTH TO
APPROX 200MM.

PREDOMINANTLY MEDIUM SAND

(Adams & Gibbs, 2006)

Drainage of Fairways: Design Example – 8th Approach
Note this is an example, any actual design would need to be informed by site review, survey and details of existing drainage (if any)  

Year 1 (Autumn)
1. Excavation of 

naturalized wetland area 
in lowest lying rough-
grassland (consider 
engaging local wildlife 
group for additional 
advisory)

2. Installation of mainline 
drain (110mm twinwall
PVC with inspection 
access) with washed 
gravel and sand cap 
through low in approach.

Year 2 or 3 (Autumn)
1. Consider need for lateral 

drains, bunker drainage 
or localized secondary 
drainage (drainage 
band) connected to 
mainline drain.
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Maintenance
• Frequent drainage line maintenance (rodding and jetting) is essential and I am pleased to say this is
currently undertaken within the limited resources of the greenkeeping team. This should continue.

• Management (clearing out) of the open water-bodies (ponds and ditches) should be increased to allow
improved increased capacity. Care should be given to any environmental considerations and advice
taken from a relevant ecologist or local wildlife group before undertaking work.

• Tree management – particularly fast-growing and tall coniferous pines – should be considered. Limbing-
up of and replacing with deciduous species (planting in small coppices rather than artificial straight
stands) would have a positive impact on turf condition and resulting playing surface characteristics in
wet conditions. Root prune of trees that are encroaching on drainage lines is essential.

• If turf condition of fairways is to be improved serious consideration should be given to increased
allocation of resource to these playing surfaces. This should include:

o Reintroduction of deep-tine aeration (verti-drain) or frequent autumn and winter slitting as a
minimum.

o Continuation of the expanded top-dressing into green approaches with green-standard material.
Consideration of dressing with a medium-coarse sand in high-traffic areas where turf cover is
lost in winter.

o Consulting with club’s agronomist to identify appropriate programme to encourage turf recovery
in spring and vigour into winter months.

Actions to Progress

Based upon the conversations had prior and during the site visit, the club’s circumstance and the aim of
providing a realistic programme of long-term drainage improvements the following course of action is
recommended.

Planning & Design
• The Head Greenkeeper should work with Green Convenor to identify priority areas for drainage works
allowing appropriate phased approach year-on-year.

• Works should be planned for autumn – whilst this is disruptive to golf these are the ideal soil conditions.

• Each area should be planned out accordingly with consideration given to any connection to other
drainage areas in the long-term.

• Contactors should be approached for costings (minimum 3 tenders for comparison), and an ‘in-house’
costing undertaken for work being undertaken by staff (acknowledging the staffing and material costs).

• The club should ensure appropriate capital planning is adopted for the long-term, and operational
budgets reflect the maintenance requirements of new drainage installed (see below).

Drainage Installation
• Focus should be on installing mainline drains in key areas before progressing to laterals or trenching.
• Consideration should be given to investment in equipment to allow the greenstaff to undertake small
areas of localised sand/gravel banding on an ad-hoc basis.

• Lateral installation and secondary drainage should be considered for specific areas upon reviewing
effectiveness of mainline drains.
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